Sound offers features not available with other short-range, low bandwidth communication technologies, such as radio and infrared, enabling communication among small computing devices and humans in a ubiquitous computing environment.
C O M M U N I C A T I O N D E V I C E S Acoustic Modems for Ubiquitous Computing

S
ound has been largely ignored or dismissed in digital communications. Given that computer systems have been traditionally aimed at long-distance and high-bit-rate communications, this dismissal is understandable. The data rates for sound are relatively low compared to media such as radio, and the sounds can be annoying. Designers of most current digital communication systems assume applications need comminicating devices to exchange large amounts of information, and so they focus on maximizing the transmission bit rate. This is the case, for example, with transferring files over a local area network (LAN) or video over the Internet. As small, mobile computational devices become more pervasive, however, the need for short-range, localized communications is as urgent as the need for longdistance communications.
Ubiquitous computing 1 refines the very notion of computers and computation, envisioning a world in which small devices with embedded computational and communication capabilities interact with other devices and with humans for purposes other than traditional desktop work. Efforts such as IrDA, Bluetooth, and, more recently, impulse radio, or ultrawideband signaling 2, 3 target the short-range communications critical in ubicomp. Ubicomp also breaks the assumption that computing applications need high bandwidth. In fact, interconnected devices' communication needs are diverse, ranging from very low to very high bit rates, and from short-range, localized messaging to long-range connections.
Motivated by the specific characteristics of the aerial acoustic communication paradigm used by humans and other animals, we examine the use of device-to-device aerial acoustic communications in ubicomp applications. Unlike radio, sound is contained within walls, which can help solve interference problems at the physical layer. And, unlike infrared, sound doesn't need line of sight and so can go around corners, which can be useful for moving or hidden devices. Unlike both media, sound can also expose the communication to humans when necessary, as well as some location aspects of the communication. Another reason to revisit acoustic modems 40 years after their invention is that CPUs are several orders of magnitude faster than they were in the 1960s. Thus, we can now implement, entirely in software, cheap acoustic modems that use ordinary microphones and speakers.
The Digital Voices project explores device communications using audible sound. 4 (The "Sound in Device Communications" sidebar gives an overview of the use of sound in device communications.) Within the project, we investigate bridges between human and computer commu-U ltrasonic remote controls, invented in the 1950s, were one of the earliest attempts to use sound in machine communications and are still used in commercial products. The first commercial ultrasonic remote control, Zenith's Space Command, was a purely mechanical device that used four rods-two for channel up and down, one for power on or off, and one for sound on or off-instead of batteries. Designers cut the rods to lengths that would generate sounds of slightly different frequencies.
We categorize the traditional uses of sound in computer systems into three groups:
• Long-distance point-to-point computer communications over existing telephone networks (phone-line modems)
• Underwater communications
• Speech recognition/synthesis and other nonspeech auditory displays that enhance human-machine interactions
Telephone modems
Modems originally allowed long-distance point-to-point communication using the voice band in ordinary telephone networks.
The first modems were acoustically coupled: a user placed the telephone receiver into a modem handset and the modem sent tones to the telephone. Early acoustic modems transmitted at 300 bits per second.
Direct-connect modems, which interface directly with the telephone line, have replaced these acoustic modems. They are less bulky, give a better connection, and avoid the background noise problems of acoustic modems. Modern modems transmit at bit rates of up to 56 Kbps.
Underwater communications
Banned from above-ground computer networks, acoustic modems found a niche in underwater communications. Although water is a poor medium for radio propagation, it's very good for sound propagation. The modems we describe in this article aren't displays for humans to hear; rather, they are displays for computers to read, but they can convey information to human listeners.
Recent work
In recent years, researchers have examined the area of informa- Vadim Gerasimov and Walter Bender used the aerial acoustic channel for device-to-device communications. 4 They evaluated simple modulation techniques according to the data rate, computational overhead, noise tolerance, and disruption level, and report a maximum data rate of 3.4 Kbps using a frequency of 18 KHz. 4 strongly affect how humans perceive sound quality. Varying those parameters lets us obtain many different types of acoustic messages, ranging from modem noise to music.
In this article, we describe our experience designing audible-range acoustic modems for ubicomp using two criteria:
• The messages of these communication systems must be pleasant to people. They should sound like music or other familiar sounds.
• The systems must be deployed in ordinary hardware and use the existing infrastructure for voice to avoid extra cost. Software should perform the coding and decoding.
Our experiments show that our goals are attainable. This article reports those experiments and lays out the ground work for future research.
Application areas
Ubicomp applications can and should exploit all sorts of short-range communication media, including radio, infrared, and sound. Because these media complement each other, they should be appropriate for each application.
Applications that don't require high bit rates can use sound. A developer might choose sound instead of radio or infrared for an application that
• Can easily be deployed in the existing voice infrastructure, avoiding the expense of extending the hardware with radio or infrared transmitters • Requires or benefits from human awareness of the communication • Requires short-range broadcasts enclosed within walls and windows
One application of Digital Voices, developed at Xerox PARC, uses sound to safely transmit preauthentication information in wireless networks. 5 To preauthenticate information using the wireless (radio) network in an office building, a laptop user first goes to the room where the base station is located. Once there, the laptop and base station exchange cryptographic keys via microphones and speakers, with all exchanges remaining secure within the room. When the laptop has the key, as well as other context-dependent information, the user can roam the building using crypto over the "leaky" wireless network.
Another application is related to steganography. We've implemented communication systems that produce acoustic messages using natural sounds, such as bird songs or crickets. To the human ear, these sounds are indistinguishable from those produced by animals, yet they carry coded messages. Agencies conducting secret operations might be interested in such an application, given that these sounds can be broadcast by traditional media and can be picked up anywhere in the world with a laptop or PDA. A related application area is entertainment. One of our communication systems sounds like R2D2, the robot from the Star Wars movies. For demonstration purposes, we edited parts of the movies, replacing the original R2D2 sounds with our sounds containing messages. An R2D2 toy augmented with a microprocessor and a microphone can receive instructions or programs from the movies or from TV. Using sound as the communication medium is not only fun but also easy to implement without having to replace or augment the TV.
Ad hoc networks that relate back to the Internet is a fourth candidate area for Digital Voices. Memo-recording devices (such as most cell phones) could store and exchange URLs in a form that's more reliable and compressed than human speech. For example, a radio program could broadcast the URL for a special discount during a commercial. Listeners could record it in their cell phones and later play it back to the desktop computer.
Human factors
Because this work targets short-range, Early in our experiments, we found that the straightforward application of standard modulation techniques used in nonaudible modems is inappropriate for audible modems, because people associate those sounds with machine communications and tend to get annoyed by them. When designing aerial acoustic communication systems, we must account for human perception and make sounds that are acceptable to people when they need to be aware of them, and imperceptible when they do not.
Human factors affect sound design in two types of acoustic messaging systems:
• Systems using very short duration sounds that are seldom transmitted (say, occasional blips under 1 second) • Systems using longer duration sounds
In the first case, human perception factors in sound design are important but not crucial; however, in the second case, human perception is critical, both as a limitation and an opportunity for creative artists. Although the Digital Voices project uses both types of sounds, this article focuses on modems for longduration sounds.
Musically oriented variations of common modulation techniques
We adapt common modulation techniques, such as amplitude shift key (ASK) and frequency shift key (FSK), to support our aerial acoustic communication systems. Samples of the sounds our modems produce are available at www. ics.uci.edu/∼lopes/dv/dv.html.
Amplitude shift key
In ASK, information is coded in the amplitude of a sinusoidal carrier. To improve robustness, we use binary (B-ASK) signaling-that is, the signal coding a bit is either zero or a sinusoid segment with a specified fixed-value amplitude. To increase the sound's frequency diversity, we use multifrequency coding schemesthat is, the coder transmits several bits in the same time slot.
Pentatonic scale. We use an 8-frequency coding scheme, starting at 1,000 Hz. Frequency selection determines the sound's perceptual quality. Although using major or minor chords, or sets of tones, worked well, selecting frequencies according to a pentatonic scale 6 achieved a much more pleasant sound. Symbol duration impacts the sound produced and, obviously, the transmission bit rate. Figure 1 shows the spectrogram of sound of the messages for a 100-ms symbol duration. The sound resembles a piece of music played by several soprano flutes, and the data rate is 80 bps. For a 20-ms symbol duration, the sound is similar to that of grasshoppers, and the data rate is 400 bps.
Harmonic ASK.
A second sound design uses 128 frequencies, all 70-Hz harmonics, starting at 700 Hz. For a 100-ms symbol duration, the resulting sound is like an electronic-music drum beat. The large number of carriers results in a higher bit rate-1,280 bps-than the previous example.
Frequency shift key
In FSK, the modem fixes the sinusoidal carrier's amplitude and codes the message in its frequency. The number of bits per symbol determines the number of distinct frequencies allowed for the carrier. Our designs use FSK either alone or with ASK.
Harmonic FSK. To transmit 8-bit symbols, we use 256 20-Hz harmonic frequencies starting at 1,000 Hz. For a 20-ms symbol duration, the sound resembles a single grasshopper with a bit rate of 400 bits per second. When we increase the symbol duration to 100 ms the sound is like a bird, and the data rate drops to 80 bps. Figure 2 shows the resulting spectrogram.
Although the data rates for modems using pentatonic scale and harmonic FSK are the same (because both code 8 bits per symbol), the resulting sounds are quite different, as Figures 1 and 2 indicate. In pentatonic scale, several tones usually occur at each time slot, whereas in harmonic FSK, only one tone sounds at each time slot. The human ear cannot distinguish differences in tone for small symbol duration values, such as 20 ms. Differences only become clear at 100 ms.
Human speech is not always the most efficient encoding, and speech recognition engenders a huge computational overhead in the decoding devices.
Chords. In this example, we code 7-bit symbols. We use the seven tones of the A major diatonic scale as the keys to form chords (A is 440 Hz). The chords can be either major or minor (indicated by the presence of the third major or third minor) and can include the seventh tone.
Given a (we assume four possible inversions, the fourth being the same as the first but one octave above)
For 7-bit ASCII characters, this mapping produces sounds that are identifiable by humans as corresponding to numbers versus letters (presence or absence of the seventh tone) and capital (minor) versus lowercase (major) letters. To enhance the sound, we include a silence every seven symbols. The result is a sequence of familiar chords with a 4/4 rhythm that, although in arbitrary sequence, makes the message sound like an ordinary musical composition. With this coding scheme, we get a 35-bps bit rate (for 7-bit ASCII characters, this means 5 characters per second) for a 200-ms symbol duration.
Robustness through redundancy.
To increase the robustness of our chordcoding scheme, we use a redundant code. The modem sends the redundant information on the chord key's fourth and sixth harmonics, encoding the same information but in a different form. It encodes bits b 4 b 3 b 2 (the key) in the harmonics' frequency values-for example, if C is the key, the presence of C′′ (the fourth harmonic) and G′′ (the sixth harmonic) will verify that. The modem encodes the inversion, the mode, and the presence or absence of the seventh harmonic (the remaining four bits) in the time slot at which the two harmonics are played-phase modulation. The result is the same musical composition overlaid with a xylophone-like melodic line that sounds slightly out of tempo.
Frequency hopping
Frequency hopping changes a channel's carrier frequency as a function of time. Researchers have used this mechanism extensively since WWII, both to send messages that enemy receivers cannot detect (unless they know the hopping sequence) and to minimize collisions in multi-user radio channels (such as in cell phone networks). In aerial acoustic communications, frequency hopping is a key factor in producing melodic messages. We've implemented two frequency hopping designs.
Melody. This design's hopping code is a melodic line from the movie, Close Encounters of the Third Kind: B′-C#′-A′-A-E-E.
The tones last for about one second-that is, the system hops every second-and are included in the final signal. The data is B-FSK-modulated using the hopping code frequency's fourth and eighth harmonics, representing 0 and 1, respectively. The symbol duration is 10 ms, and the bit rate is 100 ms. The result is a relatively slow melodic line with fast temporal variations in the two higher harmonics of each tone.
Bach's piece. The second design uses Johann Sebastian Bach's Badinerie, shown in Figure 3 , as its hopping code. We use B-ASK on the base notes' first four harmonics. The result is the wellknown melody line with fast temporal variations. The duration of each symbol is 32 ms, resulting in a bit rate of 125 bps.
Synthesized musical instruments
Musical instrument synthesis is an active research area in the computer music field, and methods for instrument synthesis have been studied and used for decades. 7 Our approach modulates information in piano, bell, and clarinet sounds. To do this, we synthesize the instruments' sounds and then map the information to musical notes.
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PERVASIVE computing http://computer.org/pervasive The challenge of designing air modems is reproducing the instruments' main sound characteristics so the synthesized acoustic waveforms can code the information without requiring specific and complex coding schemes and, consequently, very expensive receivers. As earlier work describes, 8 to achieve this goal we synthesized the musical instruments' audio spectra by either explicitly choosing the sound's spectral components (in the case of the piano) or using frequency modulation techniques (in the case of the bells and clarinet). 9, 10 The modulation scheme assigns each symbol to a synthesized musical note of a given fundamental frequency. The scheme chooses the notes so their spectra do not collide. This way the receiver can perceive the transmitted notes by simply detecting their fundamental frequencies, just like a standard sinusoidal receiver. In addition to its computational simplicity, the receiver doesn't even need to know which instrument the transmitter is synthesizing; the instrument being synthesized can change any time without affecting the transmission. The drawback of this versatility is the low spectral efficiency and consequent very low bit rate.
C O M M U N I C A T I O N D E V I C E S
Bio-inspired modulation techniques
Several sound designs target the emulation of communication systems used by imaginary and real creatures. Examples of these sounds are at http://birds. cornell.edu/brp.
Imaginary creatures
We made R2D2, the robot from the Star Wars movies, talk by mapping characters to R2D2-like sounds so the sounds would convey text messages. To achieve this, we first made a time-frequency analysis of R2D2's sounds. Using that analysis, we identified three major sound types: beeps, chirps, and grunts. The R2D2ness of the sounds consists of a mixture of the three sound types, with beeps slightly prevalent. To preserve that nature, we defined the mapping from text symbols to acoustic signals according to Table 1 .
With this symbol mapping, our R2D2 modem transmits at an average bit rate of 35 bps. Obviously, the actual bit rate depends on the text message's structure (percentage of punctuation characters and numbers). Figure 4 illustrates the R2D2 modulator by showing the spectrogram of a certain text message.
Animals
We also used sounds from nature, such as bird and cricket sounds. As with the R2D2 modem, we first made a timefrequency analysis of the sounds. We then used the analysis to synthesize sounds resembling the original ones, modulating information in amplitude, frequency, and phase.
Bird. We analyzed a real bird's song obtained from a bioacoustic database by looking for different sound patterns. We synthesized the patterns, embedding information in their amplitude and frequency. Figure 5 illustrates the process. Figure  5a displays the time evolution of the amplitude of the bird song's acoustic signal. Figure 5b shows three typical segments of that song and the corresponding spectrograms; and Figure 5c shows a synthesized signal emulating the bird song. We modulated the information, represented by a sequence of ASCII characters, in the amplitude and frequency of the song's acoustic units. This coding and modulation scheme yields a 35-bps transmission bit rate.
Cricket. Cricket songs have a particular characteristic structure consisting of sequences of three fast sound impulses, as Figure 6a shows. To produce sounds with this structure, our cricket modulator codes the information, represented by ASCII characters, in amplitude and 
Symbol
Acoustic signal type Duration (sec)
A-Z FSK-that is, beeps of 26 different frequencies 0.1 Space, ?, !,. Chirps starting and ending at different frequencies 0.25 0-9
Multi-ary (M-ary) ASK using relatively low frequencies 0.2 phase. Figure 6b represents the time evolution of the acoustic signal corresponding to a modulated sound. The figure  clearly shows the amplitude modulation-each impulse has one of two distinct magnitudes.
In phase modulation, the impulse triples occur once in a specified time period, in this case 0.5 seconds. The modulator divides the time period into four equal slots, letting the information symbols determine in which of the four slots to transmit the impulse triples. This type of phase modulation randomizes the sound, making it more natural. Although subtler, the phase modulation effect is still visible in Figure 6b . This modem encodes information at a bit rate of 22 bps.
Practical matters
Our experiments show that constructing aerial acoustic modems in software and using the existing hardware infrastructure for sound is feasible. In fact, our modems produce sounds that are relatively pleasing to humans over short time periods. We have informally demonstrated the modems to more than 250 people, ranging from audiences of 20 to 50 people to one-on-one demonstrations. In none of these informal demonstrations did anyone associate the sounds with computer communications, and most people were surprised when we decoded the sounds into messages. In the one-on-one demonstrations, 90 percent of the people had trouble believing the decodings, and some looked for a hidden trick or infrared and radio links. Some sound designs "fool" human listeners better than others. For example, the bird and the cricket are some of the least suspicious sounds because to the human ear, they sound exactly like their natural counterparts.
Receivers
Earlier work describes the receiver implementation. 4, 8 Most of our designs require simple signal-processing techniques. Many of our modulations are based on the presence or absence of certain frequencies, and as such, the receivers simply perform a number of computations of the form where r(n) is the received signal, f i the expected frequency, and N the number of samples in a symbol duration. Although an explanation of this technique falls outside this article's scope, this equation illustrates the computational overhead at the receiver for the simple designs.
Experimental environment and error rates
In our experiments, we've been using desktops and laptops with processing speeds above 800 MHz running Windows and have been satisfied with their performance. The decoder for all the coding schemes is based on a simple correlation receiver. 11 For the pentatonic scale and bird song designs, we implement the decoders in Java, and we can decode all messages in real time with practically no errors. We get these results while running several other applications, such as MicroSoft Outlook and Internet Explorer. We've also implemented the pentatonic design in C++ for two versions of the iPAQ-the 36 series (a StrongARM processor at 206 MHz) and the 39 series (an XScale processor at 400 MHz)-both running Windows. In these implementations, the receiver program first records the message and then decodes it. The 36-series iPAQ takes about 6 seconds to decode a 20-character (160-bit) message, whereas the 39 series takes about 2 seconds. Again, the error rate is practically zero.
Error rates, in general, depend on many factors. As expected, error rates are lower for lower bit rates at the source. For example, for modems described in the "Musically oriented variations of common modulation techniques" section, the harmonic ASK design (bit rate of 1,280 bps) produced error rates of around 30 percent, whereas the pentatonic scale and harmonic FSK designs (400-bps bit rates) generated no errors in a relatively quiet office environment. In general, our modems operate with almost no errors at bit rates up to 800 bps. 
Limitations
The channel we are dealing with includes the air-the transmission media-as well as the hardware used for producing and capturing the sound. Because we use ordinary speakers, microphones, and sound cards, this channel is far from ideal, and channel characteristics vary from device to device. Most of the existing hardware can handle sounds for humans (voice, music, and so on) with a quality acceptable to the human ear. The human ear is almost deaf compared to artificial decoders, especially those modeled after traditional digital communication receivers. Therefore, channels that target humans can cope with several simplifications and tolerate several imperfections.
For example, even though the human audible sound band extends to 20 KHz, many existing audio channels, such as telephones, TVs, and desktop computers, are band-limited to lower frequencies-typically 4, 8, and 12 KHz, respectively. This occurs because the lower bands can carry speech and music signals with acceptable perceptual quality. We considered these limitations when designing our modems: all of the modems operate below 12 KHz, with almost all of them operating below 8 KHz (exceptions are the harmonic ASK and Bach designs), and several operating below 4 KHz.
Experiments involving video equipment and TVs attest to the feasibility of these modems. We've recorded images with our sounds embedded (pentatonic scale sounds) using an ordinary video camera and later played it on a regular TV set while running the decoder on a laptop.
The decoder performed with no errors.
These channels' limitations are not restricted to band. The existing hardware is usually nonuniform with respect to frequency responses and often introduces nonlinearities in the channel. This makes it harder to implement the decoders, because we cannot rely on consistent responses when we vary the devices.
These problems are solvable, however. For example, the transmission power at certain frequencies is not always within the same limits for all hardware. We include calibration sequences in the beginning of the signals and normalize the decoding to those values. This solves two problems at once: the inconsistency of the hardware response and the effect of the distance between speaker and microphone.
I
n designing aerial acoustic modems for ubicomp, we must accept a trade-off between data rate and aesthetics: the faster the transmission, the more likely the sounds will be annoying, and vice-versa. Rather than seeing this as a setback, we see this as a challenge for designing pleasant sounds that are robust enough to survive transmission. We expect that sound designersfrom music composers to HCI developers-will affect the kinds of sounds acoustic modems will use.
We envision applications of these acoustic modems in several domains, including security (information warfare), entertainment, ubiquitous Internet, and medical informatics. This will require a lot more work, and we've clearly only started exploring the possibilities.
Future work might examine the effect of other sounds on the data rate. Aerial acoustic channels can be very noisy. The sound of a TV in the living room, for example, competes with the sounds of people talking, children playing, objects falling on the floor, and so on. When transmission frequencies collide, error rates increase. Hotel rooms and offices are usually much quieter than homes, with only occasional bursts of sound as objects move.
Microphone quality can also affect data rate. The more sensitive the microphone, the more noise it picks up. Thus, a cheap microphone closer to the sound source might be better than a high-quality microphone as it will naturally filter most of the ambient noise.
We also need good noise models for these channels. The additive white Gaussian noise model, used widely in communications, misses these channels' most important noise components. We need to study the channels more carefully so we can design sounds that are robust with respect to the most likely ambient noise for each application.
Future work might also explore the role of human perception and its effect on sound design. What kinds of sounds can transmit information to machines while "leaking" some of the information to people? On the other hand, what sounds are easiest to ignore? For this, we can borrow some findings from auditory studies, but we plan to conduct our own studies, especially with respect to the disclosing of auditory information to people.
